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Contractual fraud crime is separated from fraud crime as a new cime when the 
criminal law was revised in 1997. The problems encountered in judiciary practice are 
also attracting the attention of those scholars, including the determination of the 
purpose of illegal possession, whether oral contracts could become one of the contract 
types in this crime, the determination of the situation in which the citizen commits the 
crime in the name of the units and the fraud amount. 
This paper consists of five parts. Preface briefly identifies the reason why the 
writer chooses this topic to do the research .Chapter 1 discusses how to determine that 
the special subjects such as unit commit the crime. The points put forward are as 
follows: The unit commiting the crime must live up to the conditions given in the law; 
The independent organization set up by the unit can constitute the subject of this 
crime; and whether the functional devisions of the unit can constitute as well should 
determine respectively basing on different situations; Indiviuals committing the crime 
in the name of the unit should be convicted as natural body unless the income coming 
from the crime goes to the unit and the unit knows perfectly well it is crime income 
and still confirms the acceptance; The froud commited by the contract guarantor and 
agent in different situations should be identifiled respectively on the basics of 
different circumstances; Agency of estoppel could not make up of this crime. Chapter 
2 focuses on the description of the  meaning of the mens rea of this crime and the 
determination of the purpose of illegal possession. In addition, the writer, basing on 
his work experience, puts forward ten circumstance under which the committor can be 
presumed to have the purpose of illegal possession. Chapter 3 makes a discussion on 
how to understand and determine the actus rea of this crime. The writer points out 
that the contract should be made and fulfil the course of market trade-off and have 
property contents and can enbody the property relationship between the contract 
parties; The types of the contract in this crime should not be limited to written 
contract; It is not proper to exclude the non-written contract merely because the 
evidences appear difficult to collect and fix; The judicialry determination of whether 
the crime is committed in other ways should base on whether the offender takes the 















fulfilling contract; This paper also discusses the issue of plural crimes which are 
frequently encountered in pratice. Chapter 4 puts the argument on the object’s range 
of the crime. The writer advanced that the object not only includes the property, but 
also the property benefits which can transform to property or can be directly evaluated 
in money. In addition, the argument also touches the influence of the different froud 
amount on the conviction and sentencing. Chapter five points out the existance of five 
limitation in the legislation and develops conresponding suggestions on how to 
improve them, combining the controversey in theory and the problems encountered in 
practice.     
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